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Augmented Virtuality based on Stereoscopic
Reconstruction in Multimodal Image-Guided
Neurosurgery: Methods and Performance Evaluation
Perrine Paul, Oliver Fleig and Pierre Jannin, Member IEEE
Abstract This paper presents a new method for displaying
in the same 3D scene multimodal preoperative images of a
patient and images of the operative eld viewed through surgical
microscope binoculars for image-guided neurosurgery.
Matching real world information, i.e., the operative eld,
with virtual world information, i.e., preoperative images of the
patient, is an important issue in image-guided neurosurgery. This
can be achieved by superimposing preoperative images onto a
surgical microscope ocular or a head-mounted display. Such an
approach is usually called augmented reality (AR). When surgery
is performed in functional areas, such as the eloquent cortex,
multimodal images are required. Therefore, preoperative images
consist of a complex 3D multimodal scene which can hamper
the vision of the real world when displayed in the neurosurgeons
view of the operative eld.
The approach, introduced in this paper, is called augmented
virtuality (AV) and involves displaying the operative eld view
in the virtual world, i.e., in the 3D multimodal scene which
includes preoperative images of the patient. Information from
the operative eld consists of a 3D surface reconstructed from
two stereoscopic images from surgical microscope binoculars
using stereovision methods. As the microscope is part of a
neuronavigation system and is tracked by an optical 3D localizer,
the 3D reconstructed surface is directly expressed in the phys-
ical space coordinate system. Using the image-to-physical space
transformation computed by the neuronavigation system, this 3D
surface can also be directly expressed in the image coordinate
system.
In this paper, we present the method for reconstructing 3D
surfaces of the operative eld from stereoscopic views and
matching the reconstructed surface with the preoperative images.
Performance evaluation of this method was performed using a
physical skull phantom. 300 image pairs of this phantom were
acquired. The distance between the reconstructed surfaces and
the skull surface segmented from a CT data set of this phantom
was used as a system accuracy measurement. Our method was
used for 6 clinical cases with lesions in eloquent areas. For the
minimum microscope focus value, 3D reconstruction accuracy
alone was shown to be within 1mm (median: 0.76mm ± 0.27),
whereas virtual and real image matching accuracy was shown to
be within 3mm (median: 2.29mm ± 0.59), including the image-
to-physical space registration error.
Clinical use of this system has proved the relevance of our
approach. In addition to seeing beyond the surface, augmented
virtuality can be used to see around the surgical area. With this
system, neurosurgeons and clinical staff in the OR were able to
interact with the resulting 3D scene by rotating and modifying
transparency features. This AV system facilitates understanding
of the spatial relationship between the operative eld and
the complex 3D multimodal scene, which includes preoperative
images of the patient.
Index Terms Preoperative and Intraoperative Multimodal
Manuscript version v2 July 2004.
Images, Stereopsis, Performance Evaluation, Neuronavigation,
Image-Guided Neurosurgery.
I. INTRODUCTION
MULTIMODAL Image-Guided Neurosurgery (MIGN)involves assisting the neurosurgeon with multimodal
preoperative images of the patient during both the planning
and operative stages [1], [2], [3], [4]. During the planning
stage, relevant information is selected from the functional and
anatomical preoperative images: the target (e.g., lesion), areas
to be avoided (e.g., language, motor or somesthetic areas
from functional MRI (fMRI) or MagnetoEncephalography
(MEG)) and reference anatomical structures (e.g., cortical
sulci). During the operative stage, image-to-physical space
geometrical transformation is computed using a 3D localizer
and registration methods, parts of neuronavigation systems.
Image guidance mainly consists of visually matching preop-
erative images with the neurosurgeons vision of the operative
field. This visual matching still remains an important issue
in MIGN. The usual approach is to enhance reality with
virtual information. This approach is called Augmented Reality
(AR). Preoperative images are displayed as 2D monochromatic
contours inside microscope oculars, aligned with the patient
[5] whereas these images are multimodal and 3D. To account
for this limitation, AR with 3D graphics has been proposed
by [6], but only to display the 3D surface of the target lesion.
In [7] a head-mounted display with stereo is used to visualize
brain structures. The 3D information can also be overlayed
onto a 2D video of the patient [8], [9], [10] displayed on
an external screen, by registering the images to the patient
and computing camera pose. Extending this approach to multi-
modal images raises the issue of how to display a large amount
of information without obstructing the normal vision of the
operative field of view (FOV). A complementary approach is
to superimpose real information from the neurosurgeon’s FOV
onto the virtual information, instead of superimposing virtual
information onto the real information. An external media, such
as the neuronavigation workstation screen, is used for display.
This approach is called Augmented Virtuality (AV) [11]. Visual
matching between real and virtual images can be partially
characterized by the dimension of the information shared
between the real and virtual worlds [12]. In neuronavigation
systems, the information sent to the virtual world is 0D or
1D, i.e., the pointer location or trajectory displayed in the
preoperative images. More recently, the use of an endoscopic
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camera was proposed to either texture the 3D preoperative
surfaces with camera views [13], or create transparent virtual
endoscopic views beyond which 3D preoperative structures
can be seen [14]. In these systems, the information sent to
the virtual world is 2D. In our AV approach, this information
consists of 3D surfaces. The higher the dimension, the easier
it is to understand the spatial relationship between the virtual
and real world as more information is available to the surgeon.
We suggest an AV approach which is totally non-invasive and
which does not require any additional expensive hardware.
We previously proposed mapping 2D direct light images of
the intraoperative FOV to preoperative images [11]. We then
applied stereoscopic reconstruction techniques to this approach
to acquire 3D surface intraoperative data sets [15]. Similar
proposals, using images acquired by cameras fixed to the
surgical microscope, have been developed by [16] and [17].
In [16], Skrinjar made a global lambertian assumption and
reconstructed surfaces from image gradient computation. In
[17], Sun applied his system,which is quite similar to ours,
for deformation quantification, not for visualization. In [18], a
laser grid was projected onto the brain surface using a com-
mercial 3D laser range sensor again for surface deformation
tracking purposes. In [19], the same kind of system was used
to register preoperative data with the patient in the operating
room.
This paper presents a method for creating AV 3D scenes
and focuses on visualization features using surface mesh
reconstructions of the operative FOV. We also describe the
performance evaluation of our method using a physical phan-
tom. Accuracy and influence of certain input parameters are
evaluated on 300 reconstructed rough surface meshes and on
the same number of smooth surface meshes. The method was
tested on 6 clinical cases, one of which is detailed in this paper.
The clinical advantages of this new visualization approach are
emphasized in the context of brain surgery, mainly surgery of
cortical lesions located in eloquent areas where multimodal
preoperative images are needed.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Multimodal acquisition and planning
Before surgery, the patient underwent anatomical and func-
tional examinations. Volumes of interest were segmented from
these examinations and registered with the anatomical ex-
amination (e.g., 3D T1 MRI). The anatomical examination
coordinate system is called the “image coordinate system”.
These volumes of interest were displayed as 3D surfaces and
included the cortical surface, target volume, functional areas
to be avoided, cortical sulci used as references or surgical
trajectories [1]. The neurosurgeon planned his or her operative
gesture by selecting relevant information that he or she would
like to have available during surgery. This information was
saved as 3D surfaces in Visualization Toolkit (VTK) format
[20].
B. The neuronavigation system
The operative room was equipped with a standard neuron-
avigation system (SNN-SNS) and a surgical microscope (Carl
Zeiss NC4) featuring light emitting diodes (LEDs). LEDs were
also fixed on a pointer and a Dynamic Reference Frame (DRF)
attached to the patient’s head. The coordinate system defined
by the DRF will be called “the physical coordinate system”.
The pointer and microscope 3D locations were tracked by a
3D optical localizer and defined in the physical coordinate
system. Computation of geometrical transformation between
the physical and image coordinate systems Timage−>phys (see
Fig. 1), was based on anatomical landmarks, attached fiducial
markers or point clouds scanning the skin’s surface.
C. Surface mesh reconstruction
1) Acquisition: A 3D compact video camera (Carl Zeiss
3D Compact Video Camera S2) was installed between the
NC4 surgical microscope and the binocular tube. It consisted
of two CCD compact cameras. Its control unit contained the
two camera controls for processing the video signals from the
left and right videos cameras, and it had a video out socket
connected to an external computer. Acquisition consisted of
sending, via an Ethernet connexion to a computer, a pair of
left and right images, the corresponding microscope location
in the physical coordinate system and the magnification and
focus settings. Only minimum magnification with minimal and
maximum focus levels was used.
2) Calibration: The first stage of the reconstruction process
was to calibrate the camera system once, off-line. We used
a pinhole camera model for both cameras. A flat calibration
grid, printed on a high precision laser printer, was mounted
on a flat surface. White squares on black background were
chosen as a pattern. About 20 acquisitions (images il and ir,
and microscope locations T ilmic−>phys and T
ir
mic−>phys) were
made per focus and magnification setting pair. For each pair,
points of interest, which matched in the left image and right
image, were automatically extracted using curvature operators
[21]. A dozen of these points were manually matched with
calibration grid points. The homography of one image to the
pattern image Ti2D−>p2D, and the transformation Tp2D−>phys
between the pattern image and the pattern in the physical
space were then computed. The locations of these points in
the physical coordinate system were known thanks to the
localizer pointer. As the microscope location T i0mic−>phys was
known for each image i0, the geometrical transformation
between the calibration grid and the camera in the microscope
(Tp2D−>mic) could be computed. The calibration process was
iterative and was initialized by a Tsai calibration procedure
[22]. The extrinsic and intrinsic parameters of each camera
were computed by maximizing the likelihood of the pinhole
camera model with the 20 acquisitions for each magnification
and focus setting pair.
The fundamental matrix is the mapping between the pixel
coordinates of each image and the epipolar constraint of the
stereo system. It was computed with the cameras parameters,
once, off-line. Indeed, in a stereo system, the matching points
lie in conjugated epipolar lines. The rectification matrix, Rl
for the left images and Rr for the right images, is the image
transformation that makes conjugated epipolar lines collinear
and parallel to the horizontal image axis. Both were thus
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computed once (and off-line) from the fundamental matrix and
from the points matched in the left and right images [21].
3) Reconstruction: During surgery, each new image pair
(left image I0l and right I
0
r ) was rectified.
IRl = Rl × I
0
l
IRr = Rr × I
0
r
The matching point of a pixel of IRl was searched on the
line with the same ordinate in IRr . The difference of abscissae
in pixel between two matched points is called the disparity
d. Points were matched by maximizing the similarity between
two points, measured by ZNSSD (Zero-mean Normalized Sum
of Squared Differences) [21]:
ZNSSDx,y(d, IRl ) = −
∑
i,j
(I′l(x+i,y+j)−I
′
r(x+i+d,y+j))
2
√∑
i,j
IRr (x+i+d,y+j)
2
where d denotes the disparity and I ′ = IR(x, y) − I(x, y),
with IR(x, y) for the intensity of luminance at rectified
image point (x, y) and I(x, y) for the mean intensity over
the correlation window of size 11 × 11. Indexes l and r
denote the left and right images respectively. For the sums,
we have −10 ≤ i ≤ 10 and −10 ≤ j ≤ 10 with i, j ∈
N . Additional robustness for point pairing was achieved by
respecting the ordering constraint, which says that the ordering
of matching points remains unchanged on conjugated epipolar
lines. The search interval for the disparity was determined
by the optical geometry of the microscope and cameras, and
the location of the surface in relation to the microscope.
Matching points were only validated if the same value of d
was found for ZNSSDx,y(d, IRl ) and ZNSSDx,y(d, I
R
r ). The
disparity map consisted of the disparity value for each pair
of validated matched points (see Fig. 2(c)). The disparity
map was smoothed by a median filter and mathematical
morphology, then by computation of the tangent plane in
each pixel [23] (see Fig. 2(d)). Thanks to the parameters
of each camera, the rectification matrices Rl and Rr, and
T
I0l
mic−>phys and T
I0r
mic−>phys, we computed the stereoscopic
system parameters and obtained the depth of the point from
the disparity map, and consequently its 3D coordinates in
the physical coordinate system. The computed reconstruction
matrix is called Td−>phys. Using VTK [20], a surface mesh
was computed, composed of triangles for which each vertex
had been computed from the disparity map and Td−>phys.
Since each vertex has known pixel coordinates (x, y) in the
disparity map, the left image was mapped to the surface
mesh using the pixel coordinates (xl, yl) where (xl, yl) =
R−1l × (x, y). The surface meshes obtained at the end of this
stage are called “rough surface meshes” (see Fig. 2(e)).
The rough surface meshes had some holes, due to the points
where disparity was not validated, and some outliers. Surface
meshes were then decimated and smoothed using Laplacian
smoothing. These surface meshes are called “smooth surface
meshes” (see Fig. 2(f)).
D. Visualization
The geometrical transformation from the image coordinate
system to the physical coordinate system was applied to the 3D
surfaces extracted from the preoperative images. The textured
smooth surface mesh was superimposed onto the preoperative
3D surfaces in the physical coordinate system, stored in a VTK
file and displayed on the computer screen. Merging reality and
virtuality did not require any additional registration, since we
used the image-to-physical geometrical transformation.
For each vertex of the 3D surfaces from the preoperative im-
ages, with coordinates (Px, Py, Pz)T in the image coordinate
space, let (P px , P
p
y , P
p
z )
T be its coordinates expressed in the
physical coordinate system.


P px
P py
P pz
1

 = Timage−>phys ×


Px
Py
Pz
1


For each pixel (x, y)T of the disparity map, with a disparity
value of d(x, y), let (X,Y, Z)T be the coordinates of the re-
constructed vertex expressed in the physical coordinate system.


X
Y
Z
1

 = Td−>phys ×


x
y
d(x, y)
1


where Td−>phys is the reconstruction matrix and
Timage−>phys the image-to-physical geometrical
transformation.
Since the result was a 3D virtual scene, all 3D surface
rendering possibilities were available. For instance, the
neurosurgeon was able to toggle on/off each component in
the scene, and change its opacity or color. He or she was also
able to change the pose of the global scene.
III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION ON PHANTOM
The objective of performance evaluation was to study the
accuracy of the AV approach in clinical settings, i.e., intraop-
erative visual matching of reconstructed smooth surfaces along
with preoperative images of the patient. Evaluating accuracy
on rough surfaces meshes was mainly motivated by future
quantification applications. Performance evaluation requires
a reference. To compare surface meshes with a reference
surface, we used a physical skull phantom. Preliminary results
were presented in [24] for the rough surface meshes only,
and for two reference surfaces. In this paper, we extend the
evaluation study with a third reference surface. In addition,
the three reference surfaces were compared to both rough
and smooth surface meshes. The first reference surface (see
Fig. 3(a)), used by the FIDSCAN procedure, was the 3D
surface of a physical skull phantom segmented from a CT
scan and registered to the physical coordinate system by
means of attached fiducial markers. The second reference
surface, used by the LOCSCAN procedure, was obtained by
simply changing the image-to-physical registration method.
The CT scan volume was registered using both fiducials and a
surface described by a cloud of 2,000 points acquired with the
neuronavigation system pointer. The third reference surface
(see Fig. 3(b)), used by the LOCCLOUD procedure, was
this point cloud. Reconstructed surface meshes and reference
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surfaces were expressed in the same physical coordinate sys-
tem. The FIDSCAN procedure was used to study the overall
performance of the AV method including image-to-physical
registration error. The LOCSCAN procedure was used to
check the influence of the image-to-physical registration error.
Finally, the LOCCLOUD procedure was used to estimate the
error due to the calibration and reconstruction methods alone.
A standardized framework, as suggested in [25], was applied to
describe these three procedures (see Table I). This evaluation
data (images and reference surfaces) can be downloaded from
http://idm.univ-rennes1.fr/theme1/AV validation.
A. Evaluation data sets
For the three performance evaluation procedures, the same
physical bone skull phantom (referred to as DI in Table I)
was used.
B. Input parameters
The influence of two input parameters on method perfor-
mance was studied, i.e., the FOV type and microscope focus
(referred to as PI in Table I). The studied FOV types were mat
or bright. The bright FOV was obtained by covering the skull
phantom with gel. Two values for microscope focus were used:
minimum focus (fmin) and maximum focus (fmax). These
two focus values corresponded to the two extrema values of
possible microscope focus settings.
C. Reference 1
For the first procedure, FIDSCAN, the skull phantom had
a high resolution CT scan (512× 512× 425 with an isotropic
voxel size of 0.48 millimeters), with 8 attached fiducial
markers. The locations of these markers were identified in
the CT scan images and localised in the physical coordinate
system with the pointer. The rigid geometrical transformation
computed between image and physical space was subsequently
applied to the CT scan volume. To obtain an estimate of
registration quality, the Target Registration Error (TRE) [26]
was computed over the surface of the skull phantom. The
surface of the registered CT scan volume was then extracted
using a Marching Cubes algorithm. Since the skull had thick-
ness, the extracted surface was made up of an inner and an
outer surface. To be comparable with the reconstructed surface
meshes, Reference 1 (referred to as SˆSNR in Table I) was
defined as the o uter surface of the skull phantom.
D. Reference 2
The second procedure, LOCSCAN, was similar to the first
one. Only the image-to-physical registration was different.
For this procedure, we acquired a cloud of 2,000 points by
scanning the physical skull phantom surface with the pointer.
The CT skull surface was then registered using both fiducial
markers and this point cloud, using the Iterative Closest Point
(ICP) method.
E. Reference 3
Reference 3 was the cloud of 2,000 points acquired on
the physical skull phantom and expressed in the physical
coordinate system. This cloud was triangulated by Delaunay’s
method.
F. Surface meshes used for evaluation
Each evaluation procedure was performed twice, for the
rough surface meshes and smooth surface meshes. A full 4
(2 FOV types × 2 focus levels) factorial design was used, 75
image pairs were acquired, i.e., 75 surface meshes intended
for reconstruction, with a size of 5× 3cm (obtained for fmin)
and 8×6cm (obtained for fmax). These 300 image pairs were
acquired from different viewpoints, moving the microscope to
cover the whole facial part of the skull. For the FIDSCAN
and LOCSCAN procedures, the 300 reconstructed surface
meshes (referred to as SM in Table I) were studied, while
in LOCCLOUD only 178 meshes which had a covering rate
of 100% with SˆNR (see Table I) were manually selected. All
acquisitions were performed with a minimum magnification
level.
G. Evaluation metric
For the three FIDSCAN, LOCSCAN and LOCCLOUD pro-
cedures, the evaluation metric was the distance in millimetres
from each vertex of a mesh (more than 30,000 vertices per
mesh) to the nearest SˆNR surface point (see Table I). This
was achieved using the ICP algorithm.
H. Discrepancy
For each reconstructed surface mesh, ICP was performed
with Reference 1, 2 or 3 as the target. As ICP results for one
mesh, we kept the median (referred to as i.median), standard
deviation (referred to as i.stddev) and maximum value (written
as i.max). We defined the success ratio SR as the percentage
of points reconstructed at a correct location compared with the
total number of points, expressed by SR = RR∗QR100 where: RR
stands for the reconstruction ratio (as a percentage), i.e., the
number of points which have been reconstructed compared
with the total number of points (pixels) studied; and QR
stands for the quality ratio, i.e., the number of points of
the reconstructed surface mesh being reconstructed under a
threshold compared with the total number of reconstruction
points. The threshold was determined as the worst i.median.
I. Quality indices
Quality indices were defined as follows for the three pro-
cedures:
• Precision was given by standard deviation and the maxi-
mum i.median, i.max and i.stddev values.
• Accuracy was given by the mean of the different i.median
values.
• Robustness was given by the results obtained for the
worst parameter combination and the success ratio SR.
• Input parameter influence was checked by analysis of
variance of i.mean and RR.
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TABLE I
DESCRIPTION OF THE THREE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION PROCEDURES
FIDSCAN LOCSCAN LOCCLOUD
DI : Evaluation data sets Physical skull Physical skull Physical skull
PI : Input parameters FOV type, focus FOV type, focus FOV type, focus
FM : Method to be evaluated AV with surface meshes AV with surface meshes AV with surface meshes
SˆM : Surfaces computed by FM 292 rough meshes 292 rough meshes 178 rough meshes
288 smooth meshes 288 smooth meshes 152 smooth meshes
FR: Function which computes CT scan with fiducial CT scan with fiducial Point cloud acquired with
reference from DI & PI based registration and point cloud based registration pointer
SˆR: Output data from FR CT scan volume in CT scan volume in 2,000 points in
(i.e., reference) physical physical physical
coordinate system coordinate system coordinate system
EˆR: Estimated error TRE <TRE Pointer
in relation to the computation precision
of SˆR by FR
FNSR: Function which Marching Cube Marching Cube Delaunay triangulation
transforms SˆR for comparison + inner surface removal + inner surface removal
SˆNR: Normalized results Outer surface of FR Outer surface of FR Front surface of DI
for comparison
FC : Evaluation metric to ICP ICP ICP
compare SˆM and SˆNR point-to-surface distance point-to-surface distance point-to-surface distance
OC : Discrepancy between SˆM i.medianab, i.maxab i.medianab, i.maxab i.medianab, i.maxab
and SˆNR computed by FC i.stddevab, SR i.stddevab, SR i.stddevab, SR
OQI : Quality index from OC Meana, stddeva, maxa,mina Meana, stddeva, maxa,mina Meana, stddeva, maxa,mina
FH : Statistical tests Wilcoxon test, ANOVA Wilcoxon test, ANOVA Wilcoxon test, ANOVA
a in millimetres.
b i.* stands for results of ICP.
IV. RESULTS
A. Performance evaluation results
1) Input parameter influence: To study input parameter
influence, rough reconstructed surface meshes were grouped
by combining parameters into 4 samples. The distribution
of i.median (median values) is shown in Fig. 4 for the
three procedures (FIDSCAN, LOCSCAN and LOCCLOUD).
Parameter influence was not related to the procedure. Anal-
ysis of variance (ANOVA) of the i.mean (mean distance)
was performed on the samples grouped by focus. Residuals
were Gaussian (p-value < 10−16). Consequently, the high
impact of focus on accuracy was assumed. These results
were similar when studying the smooth surface meshes. For 4
rough surface meshes with a maximum level focus and a very
low reconstruction ratio, the smooth surfaces were considered
as failures. The same ANOVA was performed on the fmin
samples to test the impact of the FOV type. These parameters
had no significant impact on accuracy (p-value > 0.5). The
reconstruction ratio RR was also studied: only the FOV type
had an impact on RR.
2) Results of the FIDSCAN procedure: We have studied the
300 rough surface meshes and the 296 smooth surface meshes.
The i.median values, computed for over 30,000 vertices for
each of the 150 reconstructed rough surface meshes with fmin,
had a mean of 2.29± 0.59mm with a Q75 of 2.65mm and a
maximum value of 4.32mm. For fmin and the 146 smooth
surface meshes, the i.median values were a little higher, with
a mean of 2.56 ± 0.57 and a maximum value of 4.61mm.
When both focus levels were considered, results for the mean
of i.median were 3.47 ± 1.36mm and 3.53 ± 1.17 for rough
and smooth data respectively. The mean TRE was 3mm on the
front part of the skull, where stereo images were acquired. A
Wilcoxon non-parametric test showed that the Q95 of i.RMS,
for all focus values, can be considered as below the TRE for
both rough and smooth surface meshes. For all focus values
and rough surface meshes, the success ratio SR had a mean
of 62.15% with a threshold of 5mm. The minimum SR was
24.38%, however 219 out of 300 reconstructed surface meshes
had SR higher than 55%. The best result of 84.15% was
obtained for a bright FOV type and a minimum focus value.
3) Results of the LOCSCAN procedure: For each of the 150
reconstructed rough surface meshes with fmin, the i.median
values, computed for over 30,000 vertices, had a mean value
of 1.09 ± 0.31mm with a Q75 of 1.26mm and a maximum
value of 2.17mm. For the 146 smooth surface meshes with
fmin, the values were a little higher with 1.8± 0.45mm. For
all focus values, the maximum distance was 6.73mm for the
rough meshes and 5.65mm for the smooth meshes.
4) Results of the LOCCLOUD procedure: For all 111
reconstructed surface meshes with fmin, the mean i.median
value was 0.76 ± 0.27mm for the rough surface meshes and
1.07± 0.47mm for the smooth surface meshes. For minimum
focus values, a Wilcoxon test showed that the median can
be expected to be within 1mm (p-value < 10−11) for rough
surface meshes and within 1.5mm (p-value < 10−16) for
smooth surface meshes.
B. Clinical cases
The method has been performed on 6 patients who pre-
sented 3 brain cavernomas and 3 low-grade brain tumors.
The cavernomas were located in the right frontal lobe, the
left medial temporal lobe and the right central region. The
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low-grade tumors were located, for two patients, in the left
frontal lobe and, for one patient, in the right frontal lobe.
Here, we describe the use of MIGN with AV for the re-
section of a left frontal low-grade glioma on a 31-year-old
male patient. The patient had preoperative three-dimensional
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and fMRI of language
and motor functions. Three-dimensional surfaces in VTK file
format were automatically or semi-automatically extracted
from the MR examination: cortex, skin, target lesion and
cortical sulci. The neurosurgeon selected superior and inferior
frontal sulci, and the mean and superior part of the pre-central
sulcus. fMRI was registered to 3D MRI, and showed that
the linguistic activations were mostly located in the posterior
and inferior part of the lesion, and even inside the lesion.
Motor activations were located behind the precentral sulcus,
at about 10 millimeters from the posterior part of the lesion.
This functional information was also extracted and stored
in VTK file format. A whole 3D scene was created with
transparency and colour being chosen for each image entity
(see Fig. 5). During the planning stage, the neurosurgeon was
able to interact with the 3D scene and the original images. Dur-
ing surgery, the image-to-physical geometrical transformation
(Timage−>phys) was computed using anatomical landmarks
and a cloud of frontal points, and applied to the preoperative
3D scene. Surgery was performed with the patient in the
dorsal decubitus and semisitting position for the procedure.
A reconstruction process from stereoscopic images took about
one minute. An initial surface mesh of the patient’s skin was
reconstructed. This reconstruction enabled the neurosurgeon
to check the results of the image-to-physical registration.
After the scalp incision and elevation, a second reconstruction
was requested by the surgeon and was used to understand
the spatial relationship between the operative FOV and the
preoperative scene. After opening the bone, stereoscopic image
acquisition of the dura-mater was performed. During dura-
mater opening, care was taken to preserve the arachnoid plane
to prevent brainshift. A surface mesh of the arachnoid was
reconstructed (see Fig. 6). The neurosurgeon located white
tissues surrounding the cerebral convolutions. He checked the
anatomical and functional information by navigating in the AV
scene. When the arachnoid was opened, the cortical surface
was deformed. Another surface mesh of the cortical surface
was reconstructed and highlighted the brainshift. The AV was
used to qualitatively evaluate the anatomical deformations. At
the end of the surgery, a new surface mesh was reconstructed.
Surgical tumor removal, made behind the precentral sulcus,
was tangent to the inferior and superior frontal sulci. The
AV scene again confirmed the importance of the anatomical
deformations.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We developed an Augmented Virtuality approach which in-
volves merging textured surface meshes of the operative FOV
with a 3D preoperative virtual scene. Performance evaluation
of this approach and the first clinical cases have proved its
feasibility and relevance.
A. Performance evaluation
This AV application includes many software components,
each one being a potential source of errors (e.g.,
3D localisation, image-to-physical registration, fiducial
designation, reconstruction, calibration). Three evaluation
procedures were used to differentiate between global
system error and intrinsic error related to the surface mesh
reconstruction component, including calibration. Global
process accuracy was given by the FIDSCAN and LOCSCAN
procedures. For both procedures, this accuracy was within the
image-to-physical registration error, with the best results for
LOCSCAN, where this registration (using a combination of
fiducials and surface) has been shown in [27] to have an error
lower than the fiducial-based registration method used in
FIDSCAN. We have thus shown that the global error mainly
depended on image-to-physical registration accuracy. The
accuracy of a subpart of the system, including reconstruction
and calibration, was computed by LOCCLOUD and was
shown to be within 1.5mm for the smooth surface meshes.
For results with only the minimum focus value, precision,
given by the standard deviation, was below 0.6mm, for
all evaluation procedures and for both rough and smooth
surface meshes. The robustness of our method has been
demonstrated. Correct results were obtained for all 300 rough
surface meshes and for 98.6% of the smooth surface meshes.
The failures observed on the smooth surface meshes can be
explained by the low reconstruction ratio of the corresponding
rough surface meshes. We have shown the impact of focus
level on the method. It can be explained by the fact that, for
a same magnification value, a maximum focus requires the
microscope to be a long way from the operative FOV, while
a minimum focus level enables higher image spatial resolution.
However, some limitations in the performance evaluation
require emphasis. Firstly, with our former neuronavigation sys-
tem, we did not have access to microscope setting numerical
values. Consequently, calibration was only processed for the
extreme values. Ideally, the calibration must be processed for
all focus and magnification settings. Interpolation can also
be used for focus and magnification values which were not
calibrated [6].
Secondly, our AV method was tested on 6 clinical cases,
but only the reconstruction ratio RR was computed. Results
of RR with skin, bone, or cortex images were similar to
those computed on the phantom. For one clinical case only,
described in section IV-B, the reconstructed surface mesh of
the skin with a maximum focus value was compared with the
skin surface segmented from preoperative MRI and rigidly
registered to the physical space. The results obtained were
promising: 3.05±1.54mm with a maximum distance of 6mm.
Finally, the performance evaluation is limited by the fact that
the ICP evaluation metric might over-evaluate performance as
ICP does not give a symmetrical distance. However, using a
statistical estimator like the median for all the point-to-point
distances of the same surface mesh moderates this under-
estimation of the real distance.
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B. Comparison with other works
In our method, local deformations are respected by our
rough and smooth surface meshes, whereas in [17] the
reconstructed 3D surfaces were fitted to a spherical model.
Moreover, local zones which are too dark or which have too
high a specularity do not interfere with the rest of the surface
reconstruction, unlike [16]. Besides, while in [17] accuracy
has been studied with 5 points of one reconstructed surface
mesh, our performance evaluation related to more than 30,000
points for each of the 178 to 300 rough surface meshes and
to more than 5,000 points for each of the 152 to 296 smooth
surface meshes.
Our work involves combining the real-world scene with
preoperative virtual images. Two approaches are available: AR
and AV. One of the selling points of AR is that direct over-
laying of preoperative images in the microscope ocular means
that the neurosurgeon need not look up at the neuronavigation
workstation, and can consequently focus his or her attention on
the surgical FOV. However, during surgery, the neurosurgeon
needs to raise his or her head from the microscope, to think
about his or her surgical gestures or rest at critical moments.
At these moments, the AV approach seems to us to be a
great advantage. Furthermore, despite AR display constraints,
AV allows the surgeon to display the 3D scene according
to any viewing direction. Concerning related AV approaches,
most of them only use 2D intraoperative information, as with
endoscopic cameras [13], [14]. Here we propose more than
2D information, but less than a volume, by providing the
neurosurgeon with the 3D surface of the intraoperative FOV.
C. Advantages and limitations of our AV method
Our system is independent of the neuronavigation software.
It was successively used on an SMN system from ZEISS,
STNSNN from SNS and it is currently being implemented on
the StealthStation from Medtronic SNT. Our method does not
clutter up the operative room with additional and expensive
hardware: the VR scene can be computed and displayed
on the workstation of any neuronavigation system and the
3D compact video cameras can simply be plugged into the
microscope. Since our method worked with a neuronavigation
system, another characteristic of our approach is that the
intraoperative surface meshes showing the operative field
of view were directly expressed in the physical coordinate
system. Therefore they can be directly merged with the
preoperative scene registered to the physical space.
After opening the arachnoid, deformations of the cortical
surface are significant [28], and the preoperative information
no longer corresponds to the anatomical reality of the
patient. Consequently, the 3D surfaces from the preoperative
images, only registered with image-to-physical transformation
Timage−>phys, are shifted compared with the surface mesh
which respected the actual anatomy of the patient. Our
method is therefore less advantageous when surgical resection
actually begins. However, the rough surface meshes seem to
be accurate enough to be used for quantification of cortical
surface deformations. This quantification might be used to
update preoperative information, located near the cortical
surface only. Indeed, further deep structures are subject to
deformations which are difficult to predict from surface
deformations alone [29].
To conclude, this AV system facilitates the intraoperative
understanding of the spatial relationship between the operative
field and the complex 3D multimodal scene, which includes
preoperative images of the patient. Other information can
be added to this 3D scene (e.g., new image modalities,
intraoperative images or information from anatomical digital
atlases registered with the patient). With this system,
neurosurgeons and clinical staff in the OR are able to freely
interact with the resulting 3D scene in the OR. In addition,
this display approach presents a real clinical advantage as
it reduces surgeon stress, and a pedagogical advantage for
clinical staff present during surgery.
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Fig. 1. Principle of our AV method, with the principal geometrical transformations, COS stands for CoOrdinate System.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 2. 3D surface reconstruction of the operative FOV. (a) Left image. (b) Right image. (c) Corresponding disparity map before smoothing. (d) Corresponding
smoothed disparity map. (e) Corresponding rough surface mesh. (f) Corresponding smooth surface mesh.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 3. Surface references for performance evaluation. (a) References 1 and 2, i.e., 3D surface segmented from the CT scan. (b) Reference 3, i.e., 3D surface
triangulated from the point cloud
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Fig. 4. Distribution of the median of the distance between reconstructed surface meshes and the reference surface for each sample corresponding to a
parameters combination, and for the three evaluation procedures. The number of data in each sample is indicated by the number above its box-plot, b and m
stand for bright and mat respectively
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Fig. 5. Multimodal 3D scene from preoperative images, including the glioma, precentral and frontal sulci, linguistic and motor areas, with global orientation
of the scene in the lower right corner of the image.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 6. Two viewpoints of the AV scene including the surface mesh of the arachnoid merged with the multimodal 3D scene.
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